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Writing Style: 

 

Literary Style: 

● The way you write. 

● How rather than what you write; how you convey your ideas. 

● A writer’s choices to express their personality and/or match their subjects. 

 

Style Devices:  

● Juxtaposition: contrasting images that emphasize particular features. 

○ May suggest a link between two things. 

○ Reinforces character traits.  

● Connotation vs. Denotation 

○ Connotation: the feelings and imagery associated with the word. 

○ Denotation: the literal dictionary definition of a word. 

● Repetition: reinforces an idea. 

○ Increases intensity. 

○ Is the word used in a different way when it’s repeated? 

○ How close are the words vs. seeing the word scattered? 

● Allusion: references another story, recontextualizes the present one. 

● Sentence structure: the way the author chooses to form and order the sentences. 

○ Does it show balance? 

○ Antithesis: balance in a sentence. 

○ Gradation. 

○ Short sentences contrast against longer ones, emphasizing meaning from the short 

one.  

● Metaphor: framing the story as one of growth.  
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Persuasion: 

● Ethos: reputation, credibility, experience, or expertise as an author. 

● Pathos: appeals to emotion. 

● Logos: logic, science. 

 

Rhetorical Situation: 

The rhetorical situation is used to create context in writing. All aspects of writing are connected 

by the author’s choices. (Bold: aspects of writing, Italics: author’s choices/devices) 

 

 

 

 

 

Logical Fallacies: 
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When writing, it is important to identify fallacies. Fallacies can take away the intended impact of 

the ethos, pathos, or logos the author is using in their persuasion or arguments.  

 

Dumbing it down: Fallacies of Oversimplification 

● Oversimplification: providing the answers to complicated questions. 

● Hasty Generalization: providing weak answers or evidence to support large, broad 

ideas. 

● Non Sequitur: a conclusion created off of irrelevant or weak evidence.  

● Slippery Slope: arguments that claim that if one thing is allowed or accepted, that it will 

inevitably lead to a consequence. 

● False Dichotomy: an argument that there are only two sides to a debate (also known as 

black-and-white). 

● False Analogies: comparisons between two things that have no similarity. 

● “Post hoc ergo propter hoc”: the idea that if one event occurred after another, that the 

first must have caused the second. (Another interpretation could be, “Correlation doesn’t 

mean causation.”). 

● Fallacy of the Mean: the assumption that the middle ground between two opposing 

views is the most valid/truthful. 

● Ecological Fallacy: the assumption that what is true for one group is true for another 

group of individuals.  

 

Smoke and Mirrors: Fallacies of Misdirection  

● Begging the Question: the assumption that the conclusion is true in order to argue that 

your conclusion is true (also known as circular reasoning). 

● Red Herring: bringing in a separate issue/topic that is not relevant to the debate at hand. 

● Straw Man Fallacy: in a debate, responding to an opponents’ fake position rather than 

their real position. 

● Personal Attacks (Ad Hominem Fallacy): in a debate where individuals do not prove 

their views are wrong; attacking an opponent’s “ulterior motives” rather than their 

outspoken ideas. 
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● Bandwagon: the assumption that a statement/argument is true because many people 

accept it. 

● Slanting: selecting evidence that is only relevant to a personal argument by downplaying 

other evidence provided. 

● Shifting Burden of Proof: the claim that the opponent has the job of disproving your 

personal argument; passing off the responsibility to your opponent only. 

● Equivocation: using a word with multiple definitions in a secret way; switching which 

definition of the word is being used without announcing the action. 

● Loaded Question: a question that includes an unjustified assumption; no evidence 

provided/used. 

● False Authority/Attribution Fallacy: when an argument or claim is supported by weak, 

irrelevant, or uncredited source of information. 

 

One Meta-Fallacy  

● Argument from Fallacy: the claim that a conclusion is false or invalid because an 

argument used to support the conclusion had a fallacy within. 
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Diction/Word Choice: 

● Structure: the way the author creates cohesion; linking all sections of writing and 

content together.  

○ Chronology, plot, order of events 

○ Syntax 

● Characterization: highlighting important details of characters; usually contributes to the 

plot.  

● Narrative Point-of-View: the author’s choice in who is telling the story; first, second, 

third person.  

● Tone/Mood: the word choices and feeling the author creates. 

○ Chiefly rational  

○ Pleasure  

○ Pain  

○ Self-control  

○ Friendliness  

○ Unfriendliness  

○ Comedy  

○ Animation 

○ Apathy  

○ Self-importance  

○ Submission and timidity 

● Punctuation: contributes to the author’s style; creates breaks and pauses within 

sentences. 

● Figurative Language: language used in a way that strays from original meaning of the 

word; often used to create complexity, clarity, or comparison.  
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Literary Theory: 

● Psychoanalytic Criticism: the application of specific psychological principles; may 

focus on psyche. 

○ Unconscious: the irrational part of the psyche; unavailable to the individual 

except through dreams or unassociated acts. 

○ Freud’s Model 

■ Id: complete unconscious part of the psyche that serves as a storage place 

for desires.  

■ Ego: part of the psyche that processes experiences. 

■ Superego: one’s conscious. 

● New Historicism: thinking about the historic time period when the piece was written or 

produced. 

○ Investigates: 

■ Life of the author.  

■ Social rules within the text.  

■ Manners for revealing historical situations. 

■ Ways historical texts can help clarify texts. 

● New Criticism: close reading, significance within the text. 

○ Methods: 

■ Attention to semantic tensions that complicates meaning.  

■ Applying correct literary conventions (Ex: imagery, motifs). 

● Structuralism: displays the human idea that everything is a part of a system or language. 

○ 1st: Repetitions, patterns, and echoes in the people, places, objects, movements. 

○ 2nd: Uncover reasoning behind repetitions. Look for metaphors. 

○ 3rd: Use observations to come up with claims for the text’s functions, not the 

meaning of the text.  

● Post Colonialism: dives into the issues of power, economics, politics, religion, and 

culture and how all the elements relate to another. 

● Deconstruction: a way of displaying that texts are overflowing with multiple other 

conflicting messages 

● Existential Criticism: views that each person as an isolated being who isn’t in an alien 
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universe.  

● Archetypal Criticism: the text and structure of the plot are based on argued archetypes. 

○ The journey: a narrative where the protagonist has to overcome obstacles. (Ex: 

The Odyssey) 

○ Symbols: varies more than narratives or character types. (Ex: the Forbidden Fruit)  
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Essay Writing: 

 

Essay Building: 

Here are some tips on how to plan and build essays!  

● Use a t-chart to plan. 

● Use notes from class discussions and personal writing. 

● Make connections in your chart between all of them. 

● Answer and support your thesis before incorporating stylistic choices. 

 

Basic Essay Format: 

Essay formats are also flexible! These are just the most commonly used layouts as a starting 

point. There can always be more than three body paragraphs! 

Introduction: 

● Hook. 

● Background/context. 

● Thesis. 

○ The author’s use of ____ to show ____ unless ____. 

Body Paragraphs: 

● Topic sentence: strongly states one aspect of the thesis statement. 

● Evidence: context to quotations, quotations with proper punctuation and words. 

● Analysis: commentary; explains the quotation’s value and significance in relation to the 

overall claim.  

Conclusion: 

● Avoid restating or redundancy. 

● Extend thinking beyond the essay.  
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Argumentative Essay Format and Tips: 

Introduction: consists of a hook, background, and a thesis. 

Hooks: 

● A little known striking fact 

● A statement of opinion intended to challenge. 

● An interesting incident relating to the subject. 

● An explanation of why the subject is worth reading. 

● A question. 

● A quotation or paraphrase.  

Thesis: 

● Although _____, _______. 

 

Body Paragraphs: consists of logic and purposeful organization. 

Logic: the basic structure of all arguments consists of three elements: 

1. Claim: What are you trying to prove? 

○ Usually a thesis or something that supports the thesis. 

2. Support: evidence to back up the claim. 

3. Warrant: any assumption taken for granted or underlies your claim  

 

Conclusion: restates main ideas/thesis in a different way; extends thinking beyond the topic and 

content of the essay. 

● Be aware of  logical fallacies. 

● Redundancy: repeated points in different words 

○ Look for redundant phrasing and unintentional repeated phrasing. 

● Purposeful organization 

○ Lack of coherence = lost readers  

○ Lost of cohesion = lost readers  
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Sentence Starters: 

Argumentative Essays 

Background/Context: 

● The issue of ____ is a complex one. What it is about is _____. 

● The question everyone is asking is ______ ? 

● Here’s the controversy: _______. 

● We all need to consider ______. 

● The debate is about ______. 

● The issue to grapple is _______. 

● The problem is _____. 

● We need to determine if ______ because ____ . 

● It will be important to decide _____ because _____. 

Opposing Argument: 

● People who disagree may claim that ______. 

● Critics may claim that _____. 

● Some people may argue that _____. 

● A possible concern they may raise is that _____. 

● This could be possible because _____. 

● They may have a strong argument because ______. 

● This argument is wrong because _____. 

● On the contrary ______. 

● This evidence, however, overwhelmingly supports my argument that _____. 

Body Paragraphs:  

Starting Argument: 

● A reason why ____ is true is because _____. 

● ____ demonstrates that ____ is true. 

Introducing Evidence: 

● What readers should understand is that _____. 

● To better understand the situation… ______.  

Stating Evidence: 

● In the article _____ it states that,“_____”. 
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● In the historical document _____ it states that, “____”. 

● Let’s look at one example, what happens is ________. 

Connecting to Thesis: 

● The evidence illustrates that _____ is true because _____. 

● This experience illustrates that ______ is true because ____. 

● This historical document illustrates that ____ is true because ____.  

Conclusion: 

● When considering the issue of ____ it is clear that _____. 

● Many people may believe that ____ but it’s important to realize that ___.  

 

Analysis Essays 

● The narrator’s inability to see past ____ means ____. 

● By using ____, the author _____. 

● The impact of the word “____” is _____. 

● Without considering ____, the narrator ____. 

● A focus on ____ helps/prevents _____. 

● Instead of considering _____, the narrator ______. 

● When the author says “_____” it ______. 

● Treating the character ____ as _____ leads to ____. 

● His/her/their refusal to ____. 

● Usually the term “____” conjures up images of _____. 

● The author’s repetition of ____ creates ____. 

● The image of ____ changes from its earlier usage and ______.  
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Improving Cohesion: 

1. Check the first sentence of every paragraph. Does it make sense with the previous 

paragraph? 

2. Check the first few words in all sentences. Does it connect with previous sentences? 

3. What is the main point of each paragraph? How does the point support the thesis? Topic 

sentences should answer BOTH. 

4. Underline the subject in longer sentences. Close the subject at the beginning. 

5. Don’t be afraid to restate the thesis or main ideas throughout the paper. 

 

Revisions: 

1. Put paragraphs into sections 

a. No section? What’s the value? 

2. Reverse outline  

a. In margin, write what each paragraph is about. 

3. Review essay title and introductory paragraph 

a. How is your title? Is it original? 

b. Does your introduction sentence have a lead sentence that grabs reader attention? 

c. Does the essay have a clear, identified argument? Is it seen throughout the entire 

essay? 

4. Review body paragraphs 

a. Before quoting the text, do you have context? 

b. Are all of your quotations introduced and punctuated correctly? 

c. Is there deep analytical commentary to compliment each quotation?  

d. Is your commentary supporting your thesis/overall argument?  

5. Review concluding paragraph 

a. Does the conclusion reflect your thesis; not word-for-word from the introduction? 

6. Check all verbs in the essay to ensure they are all in matching tense.   
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Revision Questions: 

This can be applied revising both your essay or a friend’s! 

● Is there a clear thesis? 

● Does each paragraph have a topic sentence supported by evidence? How does each 

paragraph relate to the essay’s overarching ideas/arguments? 

● Do any concepts, phrases, or figures of speech need to be defined? Is the evidence clear 

and effective? 

● Does the writer (or you) reflect on and explain the significance of the evidence they use? 

● Are there clear transitions between ideas? 

● Are the introductory and concluding paragraphs effective? What works and what might 

need revision? Be specific.  

 

Types of Sentence Structures: 

● Loose Sentence: 

○ (Strong evidence) , ______ 

○ The comma is important here! 

● Periodic Sentence:  

○ Details first, main idea second 
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Literary Devices: 

 

Common Devices: 

This list doesn’t have everything but a lot is used to add style to your writing! 

● Alliteration: the consistent use of the same letter or sound at the beginning of connected 

words. (Ex: Sally sold seashells by the seashore.) 

● Allusion: a reference to something without mentioning it explicitly; usually used quickly 

or in passing. 

● Ambiguity: the concept of being open to multiple meanings, interpretations, or 

definitions. 

● Analogy: a comparison between two things. 

● Anaphora: a repeated word or phrase that appears at the beginnings of sentences or 

statements. 

● Anecdote: a brief, short story about a real occurrence or individual. 

● Anticipation of Objection/Counterargument: the intended effort to counter argue 

another individual’s statements; have a predetermined response 

● Anastrophe: a figure of speech that has been reversed. (Ex: Yoda) 

● Caricature: an image, description, or drawing of an object with exaggerated features. 

● Chiasmus: phrases and statements that are repeated in reverse order. 

● Concession: in an argumentative essay, it is the acknowledgement of the opposing side. 

● Connotation: the feelings and imagery associated with the word. 

● Contrast: to create striking differences between phrases or words using juxtaposition. 

● Diction: the author’s choices of phrases or words in writing. 

● Euphemism: a polite/mild phrase replaced by a harsh/hard phrase. 

● Extended Metaphor: the author’s use of a single metaphor applied in multiple contexts 

throughout the text.  

● Flattery: the purposeful use of words to praise a character’s personality and good 

qualities.  

● Hyperbole: exaggerated or dramatic statements to create satire/to not be taken seriously. 

● Imagery: descriptive language to create visuals for the reader; usually painting a location 

or situation that contributes to the plot.  
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● Irony: phrases or words used to signify the opposite; usually used for humorous effect. 

● Juxtaposition: the comparison of two things in contrasting fashion. 

● Motif: repeating a significant object or idea for symbolic effect. 

● Pacing: the speed at which the length of the scenes depicted go, not the speed of the plot. 

● Paradox: a statement that seems crazy at first but once investigated is found to be 

truthful. 

● Parallelism: parallel sentence structures or words/phrases that are seen throughout the 

text; can also be seen in parallel symbolism. 

● Personification: the application of human life/character traits to something that is not 

human/inanimate. (Ex: “The plant dances in the sunlight.”) 

● Repetition: the action or repeating words, phrases, symbols, or themes throughout the 

entire text for significance. 

● Rhetorical Question: to ask a question with the intention of creating dramatic effect 

rather than the actual answer.  

● Simile: a phrase/figure of speech that compares two things using the terms “like” or “as.” 

(Ex: “This room is like a pigsty!”) 

 

Sound Devices: 

● Rhyme - meter  

● Rhyme - end rhyme, internal rhyme, slant rhyme  

● Repetition  

● Alliteration  

● Assonance: repetition of vowel sounds.  

● Consonance: repetition of consonant sounds. 
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Lit Circles: 

Questions/Prompts: 

1. How do individuals relate to society? 

2. What larger conversation does this book join? What ideas is the author responding to, and 

whose are they? How does the author bring these other ideas into the book in order to 

respond to them? 

3. What is the author’s perspective on society revealed in this book? How about the 

narrator’s? Are those perspectives (the author’s and the narrator’s) different? Why? How 

does that difference affect the ideas or how they are expressed? 

4. Describe the author’s approach: Journalistic? Personal? Narrative? Argumentative? 

Historical? How does the author’s word choice create a tone that supports this approach? 

 

During Conversation: 

● Quote: focus on significant words directly from the text. 

● Summarize: shorten the length of the text and turn it into one or two sentences, almost as 

paraphrasing the main ideas. 

● Claim: a claim of what you personally interpret the text’s meaning to be and using 

concrete evidence to support. 

● Extend: after hearing another individual’s claims, add more evidence and explain their 

claim further. 

● Counter: point out how another individual’s claim (or your own) is incorrectly 

interpreting the text. 

● Define: point out significant words or phrases; connotation vs. denotation. 

● Add Context: how does the text and claims connect to the modern world’s ideas and 

concepts. 

● Investigate: consider doing more research about the topics expressed in the text to obtain 

a better understanding for comprehension.  
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Common Readings: 

All readings are summarized and shortened to give general background descriptions of the plot 

and character without ruining the exciting parts of the text.  

 

Lord of the Flies by William Golding: 

Plot Summary: 

A plane was flying a group of British boys out of the country when it was shot down. The 

boys landed on an island with no adults. Two of the boys find a conch shell on the beach that 

they later used to call group meetings throughout the novel. Ralph is the elected leader of the 

group with Jack appointed as the head of hunting.  

While waiting to be rescued, the boys created a signal fire in an attempt to get help, each 

taking turns tending to it at night. One day, a boat sailed by but Ralph had found that the fire had 

gone out and was furious that one of the boys failed their duties. Another night, Sam and Eric 

were on night shift but fell asleep and found a mysterious silhouette in the trees, creating fear 

within the group that there is a beast on the island.  

Jack and Ralph are at odds and debate the best way to run the group. Jack eventually 

creates his own tribe and leads his group to another part of the island where they later create the 

Lord of the Flies. Ralph is left alone and has to hide from Jack’s barbaric tribe in the forest. They 

attempt to hunt him down by setting the forest on fire, forcing Ralph onto the beach, awaiting his 

death. 
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Characters: 

● Ralph: the protagonist of the novel and he is elected as the leader of the group by the 

stranded boys. He believes in setting up a society and civilization and represents an 

established order/democracy.  

● Jack: the antagonist of the novel, he is seen as the opposite of Ralph. Jack is one of the 

older boys in the group and holds a large amount of influence. He believes in a more 

savage and beast-like approach to managing the group. He also leads the group into 

rebellion later on and represents an aspect of evil. 

● Simon: a more reserved and timid character. He is seen as good, in contrast with Jack, 

and has strong connections with nature. He is committed to contributing to the building 

of the community and is helpful with the younger boys on the island. He represents 

natural goodness. 

● Piggy: Ralph’s right-hand man. He is very resourceful and is able to build contraptions 

that help the boys during their time on the island, such as his sundial. He represents logic 

and science.  

● Roger: Jack’s right-hand man. He is very similar to Jack in his savage and beast-like 

ways that lead to the death of Piggy. He is also harsh towards the younger boys in the 

group and abuses the power he is given from Jack.  

● Sam and Eric: the twins. They follow Ralph’s lead for most of the plot and are referred 

to as one thing by smashing their names together to create, “Samneric.” They are 

eventually persuaded and follow Jack’s barbaric lead. 

● The Lord of the Flies: a sow’s head on a stick in the middle of the woods created by 

Jack and his rebellious tribe as a sacrifice to the island’s “beast”. The Lord claims to have 

spoken to several of the characters and has significant symbolism throughout the novel.  

● Littluns: known as the younger boys in the group. Many of them are looked down upon 

by some of the main characters but eventually they help contribute to both tribes. 

● Bigguns: known as the older boys in the group. Many of them are the main characters 

and the leaders of the tribes, such as Ralph and Jack.  

 

Things to Think About:  
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● How does the meaning of the boys’ names contribute to their character 

development/plot? 

● What is the significance/symbolism of the conch shell? 

● What is the role of society/civilization? 

● What is the symbolism behind fire? Why does Golding consistently use it throughout the 

novel? 

● Beast vs. humanity. 

● How has Jack changed? What events caused/led to this change (if there is noticeable 

change)? 

● How significant is violence?  

● How does the significance of their mission statement change (if there is any)? 

● The tribe split. 

● What are some of Golding’s stylistic choices? What’s its significance? 
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Hamlet by William Shakespeare: 

Shakespeare has some challenging language and sentence forms in all of his plays. Do not be 

discouraged if it’s hard to understand at first!  

Plot Summary: 

 Hamlet is the young Prince of Denmark that returned from university after the death of 

his father King Hamlet. Two guards and Horatio had seen a ghost in the watchtower that claimed 

that it was King Hamlet himself. When young Hamlet went to go visit, he found that it had 

spoken to him about the truth of his father’s death. Hamlet is then ordered by the ghost to seek 

revenge. 

 Claudius, Hamlet’s uncle, marries his mother Gertrude, former wife of King Hamlet. 

King Claudius and Queen Gertrude are worried about Hamlet’s behavior and employ two of his 

friends to spy and keep an eye on him.  

 Hamlet is certain that Claudius is guilty for his late father’s death and sets up a play with 

travelling actors to recreate the death scene. During the play, King Claudius gets up to leave the 

room and Hamlet finds this to be a perfect time to kill him. While following Claudius, Hamlet 

discovers something and abandons the cause at this time.  

 With lots of emotions, Hamlet visits his mother in her chambers and sees a figure moving 

behind a curtain. He takes action which results in his banishment to England and Ophelia 

drowning in a river.  

 Laertes and Hamlet return to Denmark, both with emotions running high and engage in a 

sword fight. Many characters find their end and Horatio lives to tell Hamlet’s story. 

 

 

 

Characters: 

● Hamlet: the Prince of Denmark and main protagonist of the story. He displays very 

quick emotions and mood swings. He also experiences grief after the death of his father 

King Hamlet. He dislikes his uncle and his mother for their past acts. He is in a romantic 

relationship with Ophelia.  

● Claudius: the new King of Denmark after his brother King Hamlet passed away. He is 

married to Queen Gertrude, who is Hamlet’s mother and Claudius’ previous sister-in-law. 
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Hamlet is skeptical of Claudius for his schemes and potential evil doings. He is seen as 

the villain of the play and is hungry for power. 

● Gertrude: Hamlet’s mother and the Queen of Denmark. She is also hungry for power 

and sexual lust. She marries Claudius after her husband passed away, which is looked 

down upon by her son.  

● Polonius: the father of Laertes and Ophelia. He is a part of King Claudius’ court and is 

seen to be very wise.  

● Horatio: the best friend who studied at university with Hamlet. He is consistently 

supportive of Hamlet throughout the play and lives to tell Hamlet’s story.  

● Ophelia: Polonius’ daughter that has a romantic relationship with Hamlet. She is a young 

woman who listens to male influence, mainly from her father and brother Laeretes. She 

falls into a ploy to spy on Hamlet for her father and falls into madness and sickening 

mental health. This leads to her death by drowning in a river.  

● Laertes: Ophelia’s brother and Polonius' son. He doesn’t contribute much to the plot 

other than he spends most of his time in France.  

● Fortinbras: the Prince of Norway. The previous King Hamlet killed his father. 

Fortinbras is the enemy of Denmark, trying to seek revenge.  

● The Ghost: the ghost of King Hamlet. The Ghost speaks to young Hamlet throughout the 

play to reveal the truth about his death and Claudius.  
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Things to Think About: 

● How does Hamlet’s feelings contribute to the plot? Does it impact his decision making? 

● What is the significance of family and grief? 

● Revenge and love.  

● What stylistic choices does Shakespeare use? What’s the significance? 

● What is the role of the ghost? How does it impact Hamlet’s feelings? 

● Who’s watching Hamlet? Who’s Hamlet watching? 

● What do we need in order to remember things? 

● If characters fear humiliation, why? 

● What is the significance of “madness” in the play? What influences the madness for 

specific characters? 

● Death. 

 

Potential Essay Planning  

Topic/Prompt:  

Events: Key Lines: 
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Life of Pi by Yann Martel: 

The plot summary is very short because further explanation would ruin the significance of the 

symbolism and parallelism created by Martel. 

Plot Summary: 

 The plot of the novel is in the perspective of multiple time periods. In part one, Pi is an 

older age reflecting on his time in early high school and college in Toronto, Canada. In part two, 

Pi is reflecting on his time in the boat with several animals and a blind man. In part three, two 

Japanese workers are talking with Pi to ask about his experience on the boat. 

Characters:  

● Piscine Molitor Patel (Pi): the narrator and protagonist of the story. Pi enjoys studying 

about animals and is trapped on a boat for 7 months with a tiger after a boat crash. Pi also 

reflects on the meaning of his name which is “pool”. He has adopted three different 

religions which relates to several aspects of the plot.  

● Richard Parker: the tiger that shares the boat with Pi after the crash. Pi has to learn how 

to live on the boat with such a vicious animal that had previously killed a hyena that 

survived the crash. Richard Parker learns to listen to Pi and is submissive to his 

commands.  

● The Hyena: survives the boat crash and makes it onto the lifeboat with Pi and the other 

animals. The Hyena killed a zebra that escaped. 

● The Zebra: survives the boat crash and makes it onto the lifeboat with Pi and the other 

animals. Once it lands on the boat, it finds that it has a broken leg but is later killed by the 

Hyena. 

● Orange Juice: an orangutan that survived the boat crash by floating on a bunch of 

bananas and makes it onto the lifeboat. OJ is teased and attacked by Hyena and defends 

herself. After fighting for a long time, Orange Juice ends up dying.  

● Parallel Characters: Pi relates his current situation with another story. Each animal has 

a parallel counterpart that is revealed in the novel. 

● Santosh Patel: the father of Pi. He was previously a hotel owner but had a love for 

animals which led to taking the ownership position of a zoo, which put his family on the 
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boat that crashed. He was raised as a Hindu but no longer practices and questions Pi’s 

adoption of multiple religions. 

● Gita Patel: the mother of Pi. She was raised as a Hindu and a Baptist but also no longer 

practices. She questions Pi’s adoption of multiple religions like her husband.  

● Ravi Patel: the brother of Pi. He was very different from Pi for he was popular and well-

liked. He also teases Pi for his three religions.  

● The Blind Man: a man that survives the boat crash and attacks Pi on the lifeboat. He also 

has cannibalistic tendencies.  

 

Things to Think About: 

● Is there significance behind colors? 

● What parallels are being drawn by the stories that Pi is telling? 

● Importance of family. 

● Importance of animals. 

● What is the significance of the relationship between Richard Parker and Pi? 

● Potential essay ideas: 

○ Anything is possible. 

○ Seeing is believing. 

○ People need something to believe. 

○ Stories can never be completely true. 

○ Humans are more savage than other animals. 

○ If you had no alternative to starvation, you’d resort to cannibalism. 

● Is there a significant contribution to the plot from the Blind Man? 

 

 


